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Unfortunately, I didn’t manage to go through the last part of E8.1 on the seminar.
Here are some useful information regarding the last parts. I stopped at part g), and
then covered j). In question h) they ask us to make a plot for males with a high school
diploma (means female = 0 and bachelor = 0) and say if our answer to this would change
if we plotted the function for females with a bachelor (female = 1 and bachelor = 1).
The plot looks the following.

Figure 1: Question h

As we can see, the regression with squared term has somewhat more curvature than
the two others, being more similiar to one another. There are no big differences between
the three methods of modeling age into this system, but a small difference is obtained
for the squared regression. Would this picture be completely different with the proposed
different setup? Certainly no. If we changed to females with BA, the plot would look the
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same, but the levels would change (by the same amount as the coefficients!). Try this on
your own using the do-file provided for this seminar (change the code in the predictions
to female == 1 and bachelor == 1, then plot again using twoway (line yhat1 age, sort)
(line yhat2 age, sort) (line yhat3 age, sort)). In question i) we are asked to calculate
the predictions for three individuals. The results are as follows:

Alexis : 0.081× 30− 0.00091× 302 − 0.22× 1 + 0.40× 1 + 0.069× 1 + 1.1 = 2.96

And completely similiar methods of calculating (using the correct numbers for the vari-
ables given in the text), gives the following results for Jane, Bob and Jim:

Jane : 2.49, Bob : 3.11, Jim : 2.71

We did part j) in the seminar, which should make you able to solve part k) as well. I
will give the result of the F-test in k):

Fstat =
1695.49− 1690.74/2

1690.74/7703
≈ 10.82

Fc = 4.61 =⇒ Reject H0

Part l) asks us about a summary, which is what I tried to provide with the following
graph:

Figure 2: Question l
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This figure shows that males with a BA lie above females with a BA at any age, same
for high school, and that high school graduates always lie beneath BA graduates. We
could (perhaps should) also include some calculations for different levels and changes
in ages for men and women with and without bachelor degree. Such a table can be
calculated by using the regression and entering the relevant characteristics at different
age levels then compare the results (do it yourself if you are interested!).

Hope this helps you with understand the rest of the problem that I didn’t cover. My
pardons for spending too much time on the other problems. Any questions - please
email me (herman.kruse@econ.uio.no)
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